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Tips For Litchi to sync between Hub and app, make sure you are signed in with 
same account 
Actions only work when Path mode = straight lines in mission settings 

Litchi Hub Can only create Waypoint missions not Orbit 
Default heading = waypoint defined/custom 

Photography tips Get ISO down to 100, Don’t shoot into sun. Use ND filters when bright.Use 
Golden hour app, always shoot with light on the subject, Shoot 4k and Raw so 
you have most options in post 

Best still settings RAW, 4:3 or 3:2, single shot (or AEB 5, EV 1), ISO 100, Shutter speed over 
200 to avoid motion blur 

Best video settings H.265/4, 4k/UHD, 30p, ISO 100, Filter Log or Cine, Shutter speed 60-100.  
Use ND filter to get shutter speed 2X FPS (on Phantom 4 Pro you can set 
shutter speed in Go app) 

Missions Create on app in Waypoint mode, or www.flylitchi.com/hub 
Remember to save & sync 

Pausing a mission Phantom 3 - on screen or set up a C button for pause 
Phantom 4 or Mavic use RC pause button 

Stopping a mission Phantom 3 - flick F to P 
Phantom 4 - flick P to A or S 
Mavic - flick to Sports mode 

 
 

http://www.flylitchi.com/hub


Flyby: 2 Waypoints 
Mission settings: Heading = towards next waypoint/auto 
Waypoint settings: Gimbal = pitch disabled 

 

Flyby with Tapfly 
Phantom 4 & Mavic only using Go app 
Use Tapfly 
Am where you want to go, tap on white line, adjust slider for speed 
If flying near obstacles it might slow down - disable obstacle avoidance & be very careful! 
 

 
 

POI Flyby 
2 Waypoints + a POI 
Mission settings: Heading = custom/waypoint defined 
Waypoint settings: Gimbal = Focus POI 

 



 

Advanced POI Flyby 
3+ Waypoints + a POI 
Mission settings: Heading = custom/waypoint defined 
Waypoint settings: Gimbal = Focus POI 
Assign different altitudes to the waypoints 

 

 

Batch tool 
After creating mission on app 
Select spanner icon, choose 2nd option on drop down 
Select specific waypoints, or “select all” then edit 
Choose altitude: 

- Home: relative to altitude where you power on 
- Current: will adjust current altitude of all waypoints 
- Relative to Ground: drone will fly at altitude relative to ground height at waypoint 



 
 

Orbit 
Choose Orbit mode 
Tap on screen to drop orbit 
Tap on blue marker to go into settings 
Altitude: assign value, can use left stick up/down in flight 
Radius: assign value can use right stick up or down in flight  
Speed: assign value can use right stick left or right in flight  
Entry point: nearest 
Heading mode: center, can use left stick left/right in flight  
Gimbal control: auto 
Subject height: assign value, can use gimbal wheel to adjust this 
 

 



 

Forward Reveal 
Mission settings: Heading = custom/waypoint defined 
Waypoint settings: Gimbal = Interpolate 
Keys: Waypoint mode C1 = waypoint at aircraft 
Method: fly into start position. Bring gimbal down to starting angle. Press C1 to drop WP. Fly to where 
you want to be looking up. Adjust gimbal up & press C1 to drop WP2. Fly a bit further & C1 to drop 
WP3 so you don’t come to abrupt stop at WP2 
Phantom 3 Standard: Tap on aircraft red icon on screen to do same as C1 
 

 

Backward Reveal 
Same as above except: 
Start over subject looking ginal down then C1 to drop WP1 
Then fly back to position 2 looking up at subject C1 to drop WP2 
Then fly further back to keep the same gimbal angle & C1 to drop WP3 

 
 

Easy method for Backward Reveal 
Focus mode 
Keys: C1 Focus>POI at aircraft 



Get above subject, ensure you have desired heading & press C1 to drop POI onto subject 
Then tap gear icon or pink market for settings 
Subject: point of interest 
Subject height: assign a value (match height to middle/top subject) 
Aircraft rotation: auto 
Joystick reference:  aircraft heading 
Joystick speed limiter: 50% 
Tap start, gently pull down right stick to travel down pink line to do Backwards Reveal 
Phantom 3 Standard: tap on red aircraft icon instead of C1 

 

 
 

The Corkscrew 
Orbit mode. Get an orbit going as low minimum height (5m) and as close to subject as you can. Then 
pull right stick back & left stick up to move away & up until you are in a wider circle from above looking 
down. In post production reverse the shot.  
 

 



 

 
 


